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Toys & Games Dress Up & Pretend Play Pretend Play Grocery Shopping Shopping Carts

Share      1K+ Shares

Have one to sell?

Little Tikes

Little Tikes Shopping Cart
- Yellow/Red

    943 customer reviews
| 41 answered questions

in Toy Shopping Carts

List Price: $34.98 
Price: $22.49 & FREE Shipping on

orders over $25. Details
You Save: $12.49 (36%)

Get $50 off instantly: Pay $0.00 upon
approval for the Amazon Rewards Visa
Card.

 | Try Fast, Free Shipping

In Stock.
Arrives before Christmas. Choose delivery
option in checkout.

Packaging may reveal contents. Choose
Conceal Package at checkout.

Want it Saturday, Dec. 16? Order within
14 hrs 34 mins and choose Two-Day
Shipping at checkout. Details
Ships from and sold by Amazon.com. Gift-
wrap available.

Sturdy walls keep small items in
Deep basket
A favorite toy can ride in the fold-down
seat
Storage underneath basket provide
plenty of space for a child's favorite
things
Accessories not included; Made in USA

Compare with similar items

New (13) from $22.49 & FREE shipping on
orders over $25.00. Details

 Report incorrect product information.

Holiday Toy List: Our favorite toys for
everyone on your list

Top 100 Kid Picks Tech Toys Action-Packed Toys

› › › ›

Turn on 1-Click ordering for this browser

Ship to:

Jane Young- Eighty Four - 15330

Qty: 1

Yes, I want Unlimited Two Day
Shipping with Amazon Prime

Add to List

Other Sellers on Amazon

$29.07 
+ Free Shipping

Sold by: Amazing Deals & Promotions

Add to Cart

$36.36 
+ Free Shipping

Sold by: BabyEarth

Add to Cart

$39.84 
+ Free Shipping

Sold by: Lifeology

Add to Cart

New (13) from $22.49 & FREE shipping

on orders over $25.00. Details

Sell on Amazon

Roll over image to zoom in

#1 Best Seller

Add to CartAdd to Cart
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$10.99

No-mess painting for kids
with reusable pages.

Melissa & Doug On the Go Water Wow
Activity Book, 3-Pack

1,495

Frequently bought together

Total price: $44.35

Special offers and product promotions

Ad feedback 
Add all three to Cart

Add all three to List

This item: Little Tikes Shopping Cart - Yellow/Red  $22.49

Melissa & Doug Let's Play House! Grocery Cans Play Food Kitchen Accessory - 10 Stackable Cans With… $6.99

Melissa & Doug Food Groups - 21 Hand-Painted Wooden Pieces and 4 Crates $14.87

Customers who bought this item also bought Page 1 of 20

Melissa & Doug Let's Play
House! Grocery Cans Play
Food Kitchen Accessory -
10 Stackable Cans With…

 786

$6.99 

Learning Resources Fresh
Picked Fruit And Veggie
Tote, 17 Pieces

 449

$14.95 

Melissa & Doug Food
Groups - 21 Hand-Painted
Wooden Pieces and 4
Crates

 1,119

 in Preschool

Kitchen Sets & Play…

$14.87 

51 Pc. Mini Market Grocery
Kids Toy Play Food Set

 75

$10.99 

Liberty Imports Life Sized
Bag of Fruits Play Food
Playset for Kids

 166

$8.95 

#1 Best Seller

Sponsored products related to this item (What's this?) Page 1 of 20

Ad feedback

Shopping Cart Toy,
Seprovider Kids
Supermarket Cart
Simulation Shopping…

 11
$30.99

Boley Grocery Cart Toy -
Educational toy shopping
cart for kids, for hours of
prete...

 56
$35.99 

Shopping Carts
Toy,Mailat Shopping
Carts Fruit Vegetable
Pretend Play Children…
$14.66

My First Flybar Foam
Pogo Jumper For Kids
Fun and Safe Pogo Stick
For Toddlers, Dur...

 638
$16.99 

Mommy & Me Shopping
Cart - Kids Pretend Play
By Toys To Discover

 139
$29.99 

Submit

Submit
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Product Dimensions 22 x 9.5 x 15.9 inches

Item Weight 7.17 pounds

Shipping Weight 6.7 pounds (View shipping rates
and policies)

Domestic Shipping Item can be shipped within U.S.

International Shipping This item can be shipped to select
countries outside of the U.S. Learn
More

Shipping Advisory This item must be shipped
separately from other items in your
order. Additional shipping charges
will not apply.

ASIN B00005BZKD

Item model number 612428

Manufacturer recommended age 24 months - 5 years

Best Sellers Rank #341 in Toys & Games (See Top
100 in Toys & Games) 
#1 in Toys & Games > Dressing Up
& Costumes > Pretend Play >
Grocery Shopping > Shopping
Carts 
#141 in Toys & Games > Preschool
> Pre-Kindergarten Toys 

Warranty & Support

Manufacturer’s warranty can be requested from customer service. Click here to
make a request to customer service.

Feedback

If you are a seller for this product, would you like to suggest updates through
seller support?
Would you like to tell us about a lower price?

Your cost could be $0.00 instead of $22.49! Get a $50 Amazon.com Gift Card instantly upon approval for the Amazon Rewards Visa
Card Apply now

WARNING:

CHOKING HAZARD -- Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

Have a question?
Find answers in product info, Q&As, reviews

Product description

Product Description

The Little Tikes Shopping Cart is made expressly for pint-size shoppers. Durable and colorful, this modern cart has sturdy walls to keep smaller items inside the
deep basket. Fold down the seat to let a favorite toy or doll come along for the ride; the simple-to-push cart also features storage space under the basket and
easy-rolling wheels. All items sold separately. Made in USA. 23Hx12-1/2Wx16-1/2D".

Amazon.com

Shopping for groceries with Mommy will seem more real than ever with this pintsize poultry and produce carrier. Though only about 2 feet high, the red-and-
yellow cart is designed to resemble a grownup's cart. It even includes a fold-up space with leg holes near the cart's handle--Mommy usually sits baby there in a
real cart--where tots can place a tiny doll. Bright blue plastic wheels add contrast and additional color to this cart, which will last as long as your child's toddler
years. --Diane Beall

See all Product description
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Customer Reviews     943 customer
reviews
4.6 out of 5 stars

Compare to similar items

This item Little Tikes
Shopping Cart - Yellow/Red

Step2 Little Helpers Kids
Shopping Cart

Precious Toys Kids & Toddler
Pretend Play Shopping Cart
with Groceries

Step2 Little Helper's Shopping
Cart-Pink

Customer Rating  (943)  (252)  (173)  (147) 

Price

Shipping FREE Shipping FREE Shipping FREE Shipping FREE Shipping

Sold By Amazon.com Amazon.com Stock Port Amazon.com

Item Dimensions 9.5 x 22 x 15.88 in 13 x 18.5 x 21.5 in 17.13 x 12.1 x 7.48 in 18.5 x 13 x 21.5 in

Related Video Shorts

Manufacturer

0:58

Little Tikes Shopping
Cart - Yellow/Red Demo

#1 Best Seller

Add to Cart Add to Cart Add to Cart Add to Cart

22$ 49 25$ 49 29$ 99 29$ 99

Sponsored products related to this item (What's this?)

Ad feedback

     

Star Wars Droid Inventor
Kit

 106
$99.00 

Townley Girl Disney
Princess Peel-Off Nail
Polish Gift Set for Kids,
18 Count

 65
$19.99 

Fisher-Price Little People
Manners Marketplace
Playset

 16
$25.99 

PlayWheels Trolls Kids
Roller Skates with Knee
Pads - Junior Size 6-12

 160
$19.99 

Kids Remote Control
Robot RC Dancing Robot,
Dances, Walks, Talks For
Kids For Fun

 2
$24.99 

Take Apart Toys Set For
Toddlers TG651 – 3 in 1
Take Apart Toys For Boys
Kit With L...

$19.95
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See questions and answers

Customer reviews

4.6 out of 5 stars

Read reviews that mention

cart  shopping  toy  toys  push  wheels  basket

tikes  durable  child  grandson  pushing  putting

seat  granddaughter  assemble  baby  food  walk

cartsTop customer reviews

Very Sturdy and Durable.....well worth the cost.
By David F. on December 11, 2016
Verified Purchase

Customer images

   

See all customer images

Most recent customer reviews

Easy to assemble and sturdy
Cute toy. Easy to assemble and sturdy. My 2 year old

Customer Questions & Answers

Dove Body Wash, Deep Moisture 22 oz, P…

$20.59 Shop now
3,814

Ad feedback 

943

5 star 77%

4 star 12%

3 star 5%

2 star 2%

1 star 4%

Share your thoughts with other customers

Write a customer review

See all 943 customer reviews

Ad feedback 
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Comment  54 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?  Report abuse

New favorite toy for our toddler!
By Ian M on January 3, 2015
Verified Purchase

Comment Was this review helpful to you?  Report abuse

Well made and easy to assemble.
By Barbara Hoffpauir on January 26, 2016
Verified Purchase

Comment Was this review helpful to you?  Report abuse

It is a real hit and sturdy enough to last for years
By ineedapencil on January 23, 2017
Verified Purchase

Comment Was this review helpful to you?  Report abuse

A nice shopping cart
By 333patty on December 29, 2003
Verified Purchase

granddaughter loves it!
Published 2 days ago by Robynize

Five Stars
They all love this! My kids, my nieces AND the
neighbors. Great gift from 2yrs old to older
Published 3 days ago by Stephanie Malic-Smith

the wheels are too slippery is not
easy to stop
This may not be suitable for children under three
years old, the wheels are too slippery is not easy to
stop, my child can not control the speed when the
fall fell a lot of...
Published 4 days ago by Nicole

So I can speak to the easy set up and
good quality
So cute, just got it today. So I can speak to the easy
set up and good quality. Took about 20 minutes to
assemble, easy. No sharp plastic edges like so
comments said.
Published 4 days ago by Michelle

A gift to our great grand-daughter.
She loves pretending she is shopping and ...
A gift to our great grand-daughter. She loves
pretending she is shopping and puts her other play
food items in it.
Published 6 days ago by Glenn A

Durable childrens shopping cart.
This cart has made an appearance at each gathering
we have attend over the last year at our grand
children's home. Birthday parties see 10+ kids
ramming it around.
Published 9 days ago by Meowy Mim

Five Stars
Gave this to my one-year old niece as a gift and she
LOVES it!!
Published 10 days ago by karinsurance

Missing Parts
The Little Tikes Shopping Cart did not come with any
parts for assembly.
Published 14 days ago by Brooke Kusch

Toddler tipped it and used it to climb
on.
This is a great quality toy. However I bought it to
help my daughter learn and master walking. She
loves the toy, but she figured out she can tip it over
and use it to climb...
Published 15 days ago by Michael J George

Five Stars
Keeps toddler very entertained!
Published 16 days ago by Alice Sylvester

Search customer reviews

This is a very sturdy little shopping cart. We keep various toys at our home for our two little grandchildren, so
when they visit there are always toys to keep their imaginations enticed and for them to have fun with as
well. This is one of the latest we've added and are so glad we did. First of all it needs some assembly but the
directions were easy to follow and didn't take more than 10 to 15 minutes to assemble. I know this won't fall
apart and will last for many years, then we can pass it along to someone else who can use it for their little
ones. I can't stress enough how important it is to us that our grandchildren play with sturdy toys, especially at
their age as our little granddaughter is just learning to walk. You'll see in one of my pictures a comparison to
a different shopping cart.....and the one which is not Little Tikes we would not even be able to use for the
purpose of assisting her in learning to walk. As a matter of fact it would be too dangerous just due to the
weight and instability. This is a great toy for both the grandchildren as our 3 year old grandson likes loading
it up with all the different toy food and even putting some of his other toys in the real basket seat in top (just
like at the grocery store) to give them a ride. If you are looking for a long lasting sturdy toy shopping cart I
wouldn't purchase any other.

Yes No

Our toddler was already a strong walker, but now she is tearing around the house with a basket full of toys
like she's a finalist on Supermarket Sweeps.

The construction is good and the instructions were okay. We had a bit of a hassle putting the red axle caps on
at first, but then I realized that we weren't using the plastic tool they provided to help make the job easier.

If you have little shoppers in your home, you won't go wrong with this. It certainly makes cleanup time easier
if the kid can push this around and put toys in it.

Yes No

I purchased this shopping cart for my 1 year old granddaughter for her birthday. She isn't walking alone yet,
but I got a picture of her the other day standing and holding on to the cart. Her baby doll was sitting in the
cart like the children do in a real shopping cart. I shipped it directly to my daughter's home and she tells me
that it is really well made and was easy to put together. I have been very pleased with my purchase.

Yes No

Purchases for my grandson to play with when he comes to visit figuring he would grow into it. He is only 1
but loves to push it, fill it with toys, turn it upside down and play with the wheels, you name it. It is a real hit
and sturdy enough to last for years. I would like to see more toys like this and less electronics.

Yes No

My two year old son is obsessed with pushing things around. He loves to push his stroller (rather than ride in
it) and he loves to push the shopping carts in the grocery store, so we bought him this for Christmas. It was
an immediate favorite. He loves to put his toys in it and push it around. It appears to be very durable, as he
also enjoys tipping it over and climbing all over it. It is on the smaller side, but cute. My only complaint is with
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Read more

Read more
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Comment  One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?  Report

abuse

My Kid Loves It!
By JP on January 22, 2016
Verified Purchase

Comment Was this review helpful to you?  Report abuse

Worth The Money!
By Tiffany Graves on January 17, 2017
Verified Purchase

Comment Was this review helpful to you?  Report abuse

Little shopper
By Sue on July 19, 2017
Verified Purchase

Comment Was this review helpful to you?  Report abuse
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the assembly. The wheels come in two parts, and you must snap them together. Good luck with that! LOL! I
see no reason why Little Tikes cannot ship it already with the two wheel pieces together. It would make a lot
more sense and make the assembly of this cart a cinch! Really, putting the wheels together was quite the
joke. The one part was not even round, it was oval, and you had to try to bend it back to a round shape to get
it to snap over the other very round part. Just insane. But, glad I got it for my son. He enjoys it very much. As
for the wheel axels, the shopping cart came with a gadget (we didn't realize it was there at first) which helps
keep the wheel steady, while you attach the wheel. When we discovered this little gadget, and used that, it
was simple to get the wheels on the axel. I only wish that snapping the two pieces of the wheels together
were that simple!

Yes No

My kid freakin' loves this thing! For that reason alone it's getting 5-stars from me. It's sturdy, the wheels roll
nicely, and he hasn't tired of playing with it yet.

I might have given 4 stars for the assembly instructions though... the basket attaches with screws but, rather
than a tradition hole to screw into, you have to screw into a slot/trough type thing. It hung me up for a few
moments looking for a screw-hole. I'm a handy type of guy so I figured it out but it might confuse the less
mechanically inclined customer.

Yes No

I bought this shopping cart for my two year old brother for Christmas and he absolutely loves it! He plays
with it everyday, loading and unloading the cart for hours. The cart itself is very durable and easy to
maneuver. The basket is surprising deep and the holes on the side are small enough to where nothing will fall
out. The only downfall is that it came unassembled but, it does come with easy-to-follow instructions so it
didn't take too long to put the whole thing together. Overall, I'm very happy with my purchase and I think it's
worth every penny.

Yes No

2 year old granddaughter loves this. We bought play food so sometimes she uses it for her groceries, other
days it is a way to transport other toys around the house. This is a wonderful toy for Grandma's house.

Yes No
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